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Abstract—Nowadays there are several methods
to disinfect water for drinking and domestic uses
from harmful microorganisms. Among them, the
use of ultraviolet irradiation disinfection knew a
strong growth these last years. To provide a large
quantities of disinfected water, the UV- technique
requires an enormous amount of electrical energy
consumed by the UV reactor. Therefore, it is
necessary to look for other sources of energy. The
use of photovoltaic sources in water treatment
domain is one of the most important renewable
energy applications. The main problem with the
use of PV sources is the intermittence of solar
energy and its dependence with
climatic
conditions, thus, it is necessary to develop
efficient control techniques for the Photovoltaic,
Ultra Violet (PV-UV) disinfection processes; on the
one hand, to improve the quality of the various
parameters of the disinfected water; on the other
hand, to adapt UV-water disinfection systems
dynamics with source variations.
The
present
paper
deals
with
two
contributions: the first is to propose a coupling of
the UV water disinfection systems to photovoltaic
sources to minimize the production cost. The
second consists on a development of a novel
tracking control technique based on Variable
Structure Model Reference Adaptive Control
(VSMRAC). This technique requires the system to
follow a reference model by adjusting its dynamic
to the variations of the PV sources. To show
perfect following and the efficiency of the control
technique, simulations and experimental results
have been carried out using Mathlab software and
a real PV-UV water disinfection prototype.
Keywords—UV-Water
disinfection
system,
sliding mode Control, MIMO systems, Modeling
INTRODUCTION
As water is customarily used and needed in large
quantities, it is important to minimize energy
consumption whenever possible. These last years,
there are several initiatives to support the use of
renewable or green energies in water domain [1], [2].
Furthermore, some agglomerations, far from the water
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distribution network, are fed by individual water
sources. These sources are often contaminated and
unsuitable for drinking or irrigation, because of the high
biological contagion in sensitive germs. Consequently,
they could be factors of certain disease transmission.
One alternative that has received considerable interest
these last years and was widely used in the treatment
of drinking water is the disinfection with UV radiation
[3], [4]. Generally, most current UV disinfection
systems employ tubular germicidal lamps surrounded
by a quartz tube submerged in a chamber through
which the fluid flows. The UV source of radiation used
is usually a low-pressure mercury arc lamp that
generates short-wave ultraviolet in the region of 253.7
nm powered by alternative current source through an
electronic ballast which generates a high energy
consumption depending on the amount of water to be
disinfected[5], [6], [7].In addition, several parameters
can influence the rate of inactivation of microorganisms such as the physic-chemical parameters
(pH, temperature etc.), the UV dose applied, the UVwater contact time, the number and the type of
microorganisms existing in the water [8], [9], [10],
therefore, several models have been developed in
literature to establish a control strategy [11],[12]. The
suitable model for simulations, dynamic analysis and
optimization is that developed in [13]. In order to
ensure an optimum operating condition the literature
presented different methods such as the extraction of
the maximum power value by MPPT control algorithm
[14], [15], [16], [17]. Among many developed control
strategies our proposed control technique is
characterized by the combination of the properties of
the adaptive control and the variable structure control.
The principle of this technique is to impose on the
controlled system to follow a reference model whose
characteristics are previously chosen in order to
improve the operating performance. This paper is
organized as follows: The material and methods
section is devoted to the description of the PV-UV
water disinfection system, to the theoretical elements
of variable structure model reference adaptive control
(VSMRAC) algorithms and to a background on PV
sources . the second deals with the main simulated
and experimental results than the most interesting
conclusions.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
PV-UV WATER DISINFECTION SYSTEM
II.1. PV-UV WATER DISINFECTION SYSTEM
II.1.1. PRINCIPLE OF UV RADIATION

DISINFECTION

As detailed in [13], Ultraviolet light is characterized by
wavelengths between 100 and 400 nm. The UV strip
UVC range of 200 to 280 nm, where the wavelengths
are the most effective for disinfection. The maximum
efficiency of UV disinfection corresponds to an energy
output of 253.7 nm which represents the peak
absorption of UV radiation by microorganisms.
Ultraviolet rays, similar to UV rays of the sun but
stronger, alter the nucleic acid (DNA) of microbes such
as viruses, bacteria, molds or parasites, so that they
cannot reproduce and are considered inactivated. The
effectiveness of disinfection is mainly influenced by the
design of the experimental system in which disinfection
is performed. Most current UV disinfection systems
allow fluid to flow through a chamber containing a
tubular germicidal lamps with a quartz tube. The UV
source of radiation used is usually a low-pressure
mercury arc lamp that generates short-wave ultraviolet
light in the indicated region. Discharge lamps require
certain electrical circuits generated by electronic
ballasts to start the discharge lamp, to regulate the
lamp cycle and to control the necessary electric
current.
II.1.2. Description of the PV- UV disinfection system
Our PV-UV water disinfection system consists of a
closed cylindrical stainless steel reactor of annular
cross-section. It is equipped with a single low-pressure
mercury discharge lamp placed in the axis of the
irradiation room and equipped by a clean quartz sleeve
for the lamp seal and protection. The tab.1 resumes
the reactor dimensions. The lamp was fed via an
electronic ballast consisting of a single-phase rectifier,
a converter transistor producing from 25 kHz to 100
kHz at its output and a resonant circuit to obtain the
lighting of the lamp [13]. The electronic ballast is fed by
a photovoltaic panel through a DC\DC boost converter
to vary the voltage and a DC\AC converter to provide
the AC voltage to the electronic ballast for supplying
the gas discharge lamp. The synoptic diagram of the
PV-UV water disinfecting system is illustrated in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Synoptic diagram of the PV-UV water disinfecting
system

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the UV disinfection system

I
I.1.3. The PV generator
To power the UV-disinfection systems by solar
energy in an easily and inexhaustible way, we have
to use PV generators. For the best exploitation of this
energy and a continuous product of water, we must
install the recharged batteries. The PV generator
consists of an array of photovoltaic cell modules
parallel combination to provide the desired DC voltage
and current. The coupling of the battery with the PV
generator is realized through a charge regulator, the
electrical model of the PV generator is shown in Fig.
3.
In this model of PV generator the photovoltaic
current intensity is given by the following expressions
detailed in [19].

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝑃 + 𝑅𝑆 𝐼𝑃
𝐼𝑃 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷 − (𝑉𝐷 /𝑅𝑠ℎ )

(1)

The schematic diagram of the PV-UV water disinfection
unit is described in the following Fig. 2.
𝐼𝑃 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝑠 [exp(𝑞𝑉𝐷 /𝐴𝐾𝑇) − 1] −

𝑉𝐷
𝑅𝑠ℎ

IP : Photo current (A)
IS : Reverse saturation current (A)
Q : Elementary charge (C)
VP : Terminal voltage (V)
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 0

6.02
A
 0

 0

VD : Diode voltage (V)
RSH : Shunt resistance caused by the cell surface
state (Ω)
RS Serial resistance caused by the based resistance
of the junction face (Ω)
K : Boltzmann constant = 1.38064852(79)×10−23
J/K.T T: Absolute temperature (K)
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Fig. 3. The energetic system equivalent diagram
II.1.4. THE DISINFECTION SYSTEM STATE SPACE MODEL
We have developed in [13] the state space model of
the PV-UV water disinfection system. It is considered
as a Multi-Input, Multi-Output (MIMO) system with two
inputs parameters or manipulated variables which are
respectively the feed flow Q and the UV lamp intensity
I and two outputs parameters which are respectively
the UV dose D and the bacterial reduction A. By
experimental serials of measurements, the state space
representation of the PV-UV disinfection system and
its reference model are given by the following
equations.

X

4



(5)

The purpose is to form the control vector U which
forces the error elements to tend asymptotically to zero
at a finite time.

U  X  V

I 
U  
Q 

D
 
M 

2

I. As we have detailed in [20], [21], [22], the error
vector e between the process state space vector X and
the reference state space vector Xm described in Eq.
(2) is:

The control vector U is generated introducing control
law:

1

X1 D X

II.2.1. THEORETICAL ELEMENTS

(2)
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II.2. VSMRA CONTROL STRATEGY

𝑒 = 𝑋 − 𝑋𝑚

.
 X  AX  BU

 Y  CX  DU


X

X
X 
X
X


0 
 1
 0
98.86 
Bm  B  
 0
1.56 


0 
0.55



dD
dt

(3)

(6)

ѱ is the feedback matrix with the dimension (m x n).
The elements Ψij are switching functions adjusted
using a variable structure approach.
The model of the entire system in the error state space
equation is obtained as:

X3 M

dM Matrices A, B and C are defined as
dt
follows:

̇
𝑒̇ = 𝐴𝑚 𝑒 + 𝐵(𝜓
− 𝜃 ∗ )𝑋

(7)
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To ensure stability, we consider a Lyapunov function of
the form:

  eT Pe

(8)

Fig.4 shows the chronology of the calculation steps of
the following control were the switching function and
the control law are calculated in order to decrease the
following error, than forces the system to follow its
reference model.

Where, P is a positive definite and symmetric matrix,
consequently we have:
T
AmT P  PAm  Q0   Bm
Bm

(9)

Differentiating (8) with respect to time along the
trajectory (7) yields:


  eT Q0e  2eT PB[(   * ) X

(10)

m 
n


  eT Q0e  2 biT Pe  ij  ij*  x j 
i 1 
j 1


(11)

The switching functions are defined as:
_

 ij    ij sgn(biT Pex j )

(12)

_

With:

ij  ij*

The error vector and the state vector are both
switched. They represent the components of a matrix
Ψ that ensures rapid attainability and reinforces the

Fig. 4. Algorithm for calculating the VSMRA control
of the PV-UV disinfection system
Figures 5 and 6 show respectively the following
control block diagram and the Mathlab Simulink model
of the PV-UV disinfection system corresponding to the
described algorithm.
 .
 X m  Am X m  BmV

Y C X D V
m m
m
 m

stability of the system by using a Lyapunov function.

Xm

By introducing this expression into (11), we obtain:
V

n

 _
 
  e Q0e  2 biT Pe    ij sgn(biT Pex j )  ij*  x j  (13)
 
i 1 
j 1 


and regarding (8) it can be concluded that

decreases at least exponentially.

+
+

 .
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X

+

e
X

The terms in the summation are always positive,
therefore

U

Q*

m
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Fig. 5. Model reference following control algorithm
block diagram

TAB. 1: UV254 DISINFECTION REACTOR DIMENSIONS COMPONENTS

Long
(m)

Internal
Diameter
(m)

External
Diameter
(m)

Lamp
Power
(watts)

Stainless still Tube

0.7

0.06

0.06

-

Lamp

0.6

0.02

0.02

55

Tube in Quartz

0.65

0.025

-

-

Fig.6. Mathlab Simulink model of the PV-UV
following control
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II.2.2. PARAMETERS VALUES
Using values of model matrices given in Eq.(4), the
matrices Q*, θ* were calculated as follows
0.0768 0.0338 0.0718 
 0
 *  B 1  Am  A   

0
0 
 0.0061 0.0068

(14)

switching functions Ψij of the matrix Ψ will be
determined from θij* and the expression (12) with:
0.0845 0.0372 0.079 
 0


 0.0067 0.0075
0
0 

(15)
switching functions Ψij of the matrix Ψ will be
determined from θij* and the expression (12) with:
III. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
III.1. SOLAR IRRADIATION
As we have determined in [1] in order to know the
solar deposit, The Fig.7. shows the variation of solar
irradiation. We can deduce that the available
irradiance measured over two days test is with
important quantities (more than 500 W.m-2 while at
least 8 hours a day).

Fig. 8. Step response of the UV dose (a) and the
bacterial abatement(b)

Fig.7. The Measured solar Irradiance PV-UV water
disinfection dynamic
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show respectively the step
responses of the UV dose D and the bacterial
abatement A, When the reference trajectory is
characterized by a slow dynamic. These results show
perfect model following at a finite time. Fig. 9, shows
tracking error values which evolve to zero in a finite
time for the two parameters A and D. This is the
consequence of the performances combination of the
real time adjusting of the adaptive control with the
robustness of the Variable Structure control.

Fig. 9. The UV dose and The bacterial abatement
following error behavior
III.2.VSMRA CONTROL PERFORMANCES
To study the following performances, we have
chosen a fast variable reference model and show if the
system can follow quickly its reference model with two
frequencies f1 and f2 where (f1 >f2) . The trajectory of
the reference model is now with fast variable dynamic;
this makes the tracking quite difficult.
Fig. 10 .(a) and (b) shows a perfect following for the
UV dose D and the bacterial abatement A even in the
presence of a variable reference model (frequency f1)
with a following error value is evolving around 4% as it
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is shown in figure 11.

Fig.10. the UV dose (a) and the bacterial abatement
(b) behavior with fast variable reference model
(frequency f1)

Fig.12. the UV dose (a) and the bacterial abatement
(b) behavior with fast variable reference model
(frequency f2)
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-0.02

eD

-0.03

Fig. 11. The UV dose and The bacterial abatement
following error behavior with fast variable reference
model (frequency f1)
Fig. 12 .(a) and (b) shows also a perfect following
for the UV dose D and the bacterial abatement A even
in the presence of a variable reference model for a
higher frequency f2 with a following error value starting
around 3% as it is shown in figure 13 then tends to
zero in a relatively short time.
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Fig. 13. The UV dose and The bacterial abatement
following error behavior with fast variable reference
model (frequency f2)
From previous figures, it can be seen that the tracking
error tends to zero in a relatively short time relative to
the frequency of variation of the reference signals. The
performances of the following speed is due to the
adaptation in real time whereas the stability and the
robustness are due to the appearance of the variable
structure control.
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IV.CONCLUSION
In this paper, a coupling between a photovoltaic
generator and an Ultraviolet disinfection system is
proposed. A new control strategy based on variable
structure model reference adaptive control of the PVUV water disinfection system is also presented. The
established control technique is characterized by its
zero output error tracking at a finite time. The problem
of dynamics variation of the PV-UV system due to the
intermittency of the PV source is solved by the tracking
of the reference model. The theoretical development
shows the performance of this control technique in
terms of tracking stability and speed.
To validate these performances, the proposed control
technique was simulated and a small PV-UV water
disinfection system is tested. It has been shown that
there is a significant correlation between the
experimental and simulated results. The use of
photovoltaic energy in the field of water disinfection by
UV radiation proves to be very interesting in terms of
energy saving. As a perspective of this work, a design
study for UV-disinfection systems of higher capacity
will be carried out to minimize the production cost and
to protect the environment.
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